
"The consensus" on several points is =iven. from the Report, indeed, 

fro-:..1 what was allowed into evidence when Specter, Eisnberg and Redlich conducted 

the hearings, or when the four other Commission lawyers who got copies of this 

memo could have, it would never be known that consensus tb) is that the President 

  

could have been hit "possibly as early as frame 199 (when there appears to be 
a 

some jerkiness in his movement) or, with higher degree of possibility, at frames 
204 
02t-06 (where his right elbow appears to be raised to an artificaelly high pa.m-4-t 

position)" 

Nor would it be known-for the Comrdission did not see fit to include 

this knowledeg in either its 90 page report of the estint.ted 10,000,000mwords of 

"evidence" it printed, that "(d)the President may h,:ve been struck by the first 

bullet as much ,Js two seconds before any visible reaction began". 

whet this means is that, 	reaction visible by i'reme 199, the President 
T: 

could have been struck by the first bullet, by -drames 162-163. These, ca' fully, 

IRre eliminated from those the Commi,sion made into slides for close study and  

lEinted in its evidence. 

Taking another possibility from this same consensus -"in all liklihood, 

however, the maximum delay would be under one second..." end from the "consensus of 

all these experts, the President could have been hit es early as about 182J Frame.' 
)1 ! kiln, :11 j( i"0  

This, also, is not anywhere recorded, save where it was ampTressed. listead, all these 

eminent and honorable gentlemen, lawyers end assorted experts thatithey were, 

either wrote or remained sil'nt when others wrote and the Commission concluded what 

they here conceived as only "possible", that the President' reaction was instantan-

eous. 

This memo also spells it out: "...the President may have been struck 
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as early as 163(sic)...may have been struck is early as 2  168-70 ...may have 

been struck as early es 179-188". 

This "consensus" also believed that the first bullet caused 

Connelly's chest wounds only,  from the "strong indications" that "the bullet 

recovered from Governor Connelly's 7tretcher (en assumption never proved) does 

not apl:.-ear to have penetrated a wrist". These exact words, "does not appear to have 

penetrated a wrist ere reeated in the some (e) paragraph. 

On delayed reaction time -gland the Report postulates none for the 
XXBERXXX 

President, although the experts considered it likely Luaressumes affix for the 
One 

overnor,6he expert consensus reeds, 

"The liklihood of a imimyat instantaneous rection is particularly great 
A 

in regard to the wrist wound, since the pain is usually felt more quickly in a 

limb than in the tares." 	
h s 4 

(to  the conses us that 
One dissent only is record, that of Allen Specter, snd-tEfs only) tux 

Gonnaly could not have received hi: chest wound after ,rare 236. 
ammxiMtmzganamilyxemmIdxhammzremeivedxklexehentx7nmn,042ntmAxh-XiaaziexinatIzzetzx 

4144   ianastinzavattztaxexiomenznitz±nxtkexzhestmx 	"feels the Governor was in as 

position to receive the chest wound up to 242". 


